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hi...my problem is that im not able to capture handshake of my wifi network...i followed the tutorial
word for word...but when i go to step 3 to send the deauth and re-associate code it shows handshake

error...it will not capture handshake...one more thing...my router is pretty simple...no change of
password or anything like that...is there any other method that i can follow to capture handshake....
Hey, i came across a issue, i think i went through all of the steps here word for word and about two

times it said WPA Handshake and the Bssid in the top right but when i went and tried to use the
darkc0de command aircrack-ng WPAcrack-01.cap -w /pentest/passwords/wordlists/darkc0de it at first

said specify a dictionary so i entered darc0de as darkc0de.lst and it seemed to work, but now I'm
coming across this in the top right console it says there is no Valid WPA Handshake but on the left one

it says it went through after authentication. I have followed above tutorial. i didn't face any issue
while running the airodump program. For my testing purpose, i have used my smart-phone act like
wifi hotspot. i have one ubuntu machine which is capable of monitoring airodump program. i have

used another windows machine act as like client. but i didn't get WPA handshake after running
airreply-ng program, Unfortunately, when i tried to connect my wifi by Ubuntu machine which is

monitoring the network, I got the handshake which i can able to crack my password. Finally, i got the
WPA handshake from my ubuntu machine which is act like as client and monitoring system.
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i finally got my hands on the code to cracking wep's(at first the deauth didn't show up and i thought it
was not working, then i found out it was just a zero value delay, as for the information code it gives

you this, http://sky.fe8h.com/aircrap2-data.php?id=347303741643986993 is the info code, it has the
encrypt key for the wep, if you go to page 9 on the info code(the third page) and read down to the

wep code, that is the encrypted data for the wep), all i had to do was get the difference between the
received and the sent packet, then encode it to hexadecimal and then use it for my wep crack. here's

the code in your way to hell, http://pastebin.com/gwjn9v8a hi master otw!your tutorial guides are
giving me a good start on cracking wpa2, thanks for that!i was wondering why i'm getting a larger file
size with a (wpa.txt) than with (wpa2.txt). i'm fairly certain i've changed the data, to an even larger

size, than the one you mention in your guide. for example, i have the dictionary file that you mention.
i've used it to get something working and it has returned a of a hundred and some odd packets. the

file is quite large, when it's expanded into a text document, i get something like this i did this script. i
used ~/darkc0de/darkc0de.txt in aircrack-ng to seed the cracker. http://pastebin.com/ekvcrv9j. i am

thinking that maybe the script wasn't followed. i even copy & pasted the filenames i used in the script
& the -p option. i think maybe i should tweak the script, or maybe i messed up. should i have used

home/user/darkc0de/darkc0de.txt instead of ~/darkc0de/darkc0de.txt? 5ec8ef588b
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